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Today’s 
Learning 
Targets

-I understand the 8 cultural 
forces necessary to support a 
culture of thinking 

-I know how thinking routines are 
used to support Visible Thinking in 
the classroom among students 
and teachers 

-I can connect this work to 
supporting Deeper Learning



3-2-1 

Cultures of Thinking 



Chalk Talk
 • What ideas come to mind when you consider 

this idea, question, or problem?  

 • What connections can you make to the others’ 
responses?  

 • What questions arise as you think about the 
ideas and consider the responses and 
comments of others?  



Our CW Story
Our Journey into a Culture of Thinking



2+2=4



Learner Experience (LX)

“Your school’s performance will never exceed 
it’s own LX” - Cale Birk & Charity Allen



Everyday 
Instruction

“You might see a lesson that didn’t, on 
the surface, seem so project-based” pg. 69



It started with a tweet…







Friday Focus



Twitter



Twitter



Instagram



Webpage



Sentence-Phrase-Word 
Chapter 1 Excerpt



Micro-Lab Protocol



Micro-Lab

1 minute per member 

30 seconds silent reflection 

Share thinking among table 

Share thinking among entire group 



Visible Thinking in 
Action

See-Think-Wonder





8 Cultural Forces
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Digging Deeper 

Connect-Extend-Challenge



Connect Extend Challenge

 • Connect 

How are the ideas and information presented connected to what 

you already knew, do, or thought?  

 • Extend 

What new ideas did you get that extended or broadened your 

thinking in new directions?  

 • Challenge 

What challenges or puzzles have come up in your mind from the 

ideas and information presented?  



3-2-1 “Bridge”



Learning 
Target 
Recap

-I understand the 8 cultural 
forces necessary to create a 
culture of thinking 

-I know how thinking routines are 
used to support Visible Thinking in 
the classroom among students 
and teachers 

--I can connect this work to 
supporting Deeper Learning


